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• You may answer in English, Norwegian, Danish or Swedish. 
•  You should answer all the questions. The weights of the various questions are indicated. 
• You should read through the whole set to see whether anything is unclear so that you can ask 

your questions to the teachers when they arrive. 
• If you think some assumptions are missing, make your own and explain them! 

Exercise 1   

Question 1.1   (10%) 
Given the regular expression: 

a((bcd)+(cd))*cd 
 
(The symbol + indicates disjunction like in JFLAP. Other sources use |, ∨ or ∪). Construct a non-
deterministic finite-state automaton (NFA) which describes the same language as the regular expression. 

Question 1.2  (10%) 
Is the automaton deterministic? If not, construct also a deterministic finite-state automaton (DFA) 
describing the same language. 

Spørsmål 1.3   (10%) 
A nondeterministic finite-state automaton (NFA) M over an alfabet A describes a language L(M). To write  
a program for deciding whether sequences of symbols from A belong to L(M) or not, one possibility is to 
first find a deterministic automaton N such that L(N)=L(M).  Another possibility is to use an algorithm 
that uses a description of M directly to check whether w belongs to L(M), and this is the approach we will 
use for now. Describe the main ideas of one such algorithm. In particular, describe the data structure you 
will use and the steps the algorithm should perform. You do not have to write code. 

Exercise 2 
Let the grammar G be: 
 

S   -> NP VP 
VP  -> VI 
VP  -> VTV NP 
VP  -> VS CP 
CP  -> C  S 
NP  -> 'dyret' | 'barnet' | 'Kari' | 'Ola' 
VI  -> 'sov' | 'smilte' | 'danset' 
VTV -> 'kjente' | 'likte' | 'klappet' 
VS  -> 'trodde' | 'visste' | 'fortalte' 
C   -> 'at' 

Question 2.1   (10%) 
Is the language described by G finite? 
Is the language described by G regular?  State reasons for your answers! 
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Question 2.2   (10%) 
Show how a recursive descent parser (RD-parser) can recognize the sentence: 
 

Kari fortalte at barnet likte dyret 
 
You only have to show the steps that lead to a successful recognition and not the steps that do not lead 
to a successful parse. Explain the data structures used. 

Question 2.3   (10%) 
We wonder whether the following sequence of words is a grammatical sentence according to G: 
 

Kari fortalte Ola at barnet sov 
 
Show how a chart parser may answer the question by constructing a complete chart for the word 
sequence. 
 

Exercise 3 

Question 3.1   (10%) 
We will construct feature-based grammar (also called "unification grammar") for a small fragment of 
English. The lexicon should contain 

• some proper names, e.g., Kim, Lee, Sandy 
• some intransitive verbs, e.g., sing, dance, sleep 
• some transitve verbs, e.g., admire, respect, see 

 
The verbs should occur both in infinite form (sing, sleep) and in past form (sang, slept), and the rules 
should describe simple sentences in the past, like 
 

Kim danced 
Sandy saw Lee 

 
In addition, the grammar should include the two verbs promise and persuade and sentence patterns, like 
 

Kim promised to dance 
Kim promised Sandy to dance 
Kim persuaded Sandy to dance 

 
These patterns are recursive and the fragment should include sentences like 
 

Kim persuaded Sandy to persuade Lee to promise Kim to dance 
 
Construct a feature-based grammar satisfying these requirements. 
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Question  3.2   (10%) 
Draw the tree the grammar assigns to the sentence: 

Sandy persuaded Lee to promise to dance 
 
Include all features on the nodes in the tree. 

Exercise 4 

Question 4.1   (10%) 
Our starting point will be a small fcfg-grammar with semantic features. 

% start S 
 
S[SEM=<?vpsem(?npsem)>] -> NP[SEM=?npsem] VP[SEM=?vpsem] 
NP[SEM=?npsem] -> PN[SEM=?npsem] 
VP[SEM=?vpsem] -> IV[SEM=?vpsem] 
PN[SEM=<ola>] -> 'Ola' 
PN[SEM=<kari>] -> 'Kari' 
IV[SEM=<\x. sov(x)>] -> 'sov' 
IV[SEM=<\x.smilte(x)>] -> 'smilte' 

 
This grammar will analyze some simple sentences and ascribe a logical-semantic representation to them. 
For example, Kari sov  will be analyzed and ascribed the representation sov(kari).  Extend the 
grammar with a few transitive verbs and a few ditransitive verbs such that 

Kari likte Ola  is ascribed the analysis:  likte(kari, ola) , og 
Kari ga Ola Skriket  is ascribed the analysis:  ga(Kari, Ola, Skriket) 
 

Extend the fragment with conjunction and disjunction such that 
Kari likte Ola og Ola smilte 

is ascribed the analysis:  likte(kari, ola) & smilte(ola) 
 and 

Kari likte Ola og Ola smilte eller Kari smilte 
is ascribed two analyses:   

likte(kari, ola) & (smilte(ola) | smilte(Kari)) 
(likte(kari, ola) & (smilte(ola)) | smilte(Kari) 

Question  4.2  (10%) 
Rework the rules and extend the fragment with additional rules such that the grammar also can handle 
quantified NPs and such that, for example 

Kari ga Ola et bilde 
is ascribed the analysis 

exists x.(bilde(x) & ga(Kari, Ola, x)) 
 
THE END 
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